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Prepare for one of the best-sounding drag races you've ever heard. That superlative applies to
pretty much any race featuring a Lexus LFA, but doubly so when it's up against another
naturally aspirated V In this case, that V sits in a current-generation Audi R8 Spyder. The Lexus
may be incredible to drive, an engineering marvel with one of the best-sounding engines ever
made, but it wasn't the fastest car even it its day. It was about precision and excitement, not
outright acceleration bragging rights. More to the point, the Audi is nearly a decade newer,
makes hp compared to the Lexus' , has a high-tech launch control system, and gets the
off-the-line advantage of all-wheel drive. It would seem like the Audi should rocket away and
never have to worry about the LFA. But in this video from Lovecars on YouTube, the Lexus
actually gets off the line quicker. It looks like that's partially due to the R8 driver's subpar
reaction time, but the LFA isn't out of the game immediately. Still, Audi's power advantage
allows the R8 to pass the Lexus eventually, opening up a half-second gap by the end of the
quarter-mile. But no matter how fast the Audi goes, the LFA will always sound better. Join Now.
New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Drew Magary Reviews
the Toyota Sienna. Lovecars on YouTube. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From News. After beginning development in the early s with a codename
of TXS , the first LF-A concept premiered in , followed in by a second concept with a more
completely furnished interior and exterior. The third version of the LF-A, featuring a roadster
body style premiered in In February , Lexus' European boss Alain Uyttenhoven confirmed that
there would be no new LFA replacement in the near future, stating: "The LFA is an icon now and
possibly always will be - we don't need to replace it to keep that status. It is a car we can
reference for another 25 years if we choose. Its status is assured. In , three Lexus LFAs were
sold, leaving only four unsold for Twin rear radiators were installed behind the rear wheels, and
visible behind large screens. The rear bumper featured a triple exhaust placed in an inverted
triangle formation. The wheels were shaped like turbines, and air-scoops were placed on the
C-pillars. Reports in suggested that the LF-A concept car had received the green-light for
production, [26] however these reports were not officially confirmed. Following the original LF-A
concept, development time was lengthened by the switch from an aluminum frame to a
carbonfibre tub, the result of engineering efforts aimed at improving the LF-A's power-to-weight
ratio. The second LF-A concept featured a more aerodynamic exterior, a near-production
interior, and F marque emblems. Initial specifications for the roadster were a V10 engine having
a displacement of 5. The aft radiator cooling vents were retained, but integrated into the rear
fascia, and the lower side and front air intakes were restyled, along with the forward fascia and
headlamps. In September , reports in Japanese automotive magazines indicated that the 4. The
car carried the same designation as the concepts, LFA, but without the hyphen. The production
designation reportedly stood for Lexus Fuji Apex, [42] another claim dismissed by Chief
Engineer Tanahashi. The production announcement for the LFA marked the 20th anniversary of
the launch of Lexus. Lexus began taking orders for the LFA on 23 October Buyers were
selectively chosen by Lexus in the second quarter of Only total cars were made for worldwide
markets, with only 20 produced each month. Each car had to be custom ordered to the
customer's specifications. In the North American market, cars were initially sold through a
two-year lease program much like the Ferrari F This was to prevent owners from reselling the
vehicle for a profit. The Lexus division of Toyota Motors USA stopped taking orders at the end
of , at which time they planned to open discussions about a purchase plan for the lessees.
Lexus later changed their stance and allowed outright purchase, but only on the condition that
they sign an agreement giving the dealer the first right of refusal to buy back the LFA if the
owner wanted to sell it within the first two years. The dealer would have the option to buy back
the used LFA for either fair market value or the original sticker price, whichever is lower. During
the LFA's production, each vehicle received an individually numbered plaque, indicating the
unit's place in the production run. Each LFA V10 engine carried the signature of the specialist
who assembled it. When production ended, no successor was scheduled. The LFA plant in
Motomachi continued making parts with a small team. The V-angle of the LFA's V engine is set
to degrees to fully balance the firing force from the pistons. This degree angle allows for even
firing from the pistons without the use of a split-journal crankshaft, thus improving engine
efficiency as well as lowering the overall weight. Dry sump lubrication prevents engine oil
starvation through high-speed corners and lowers the engine's center of mass. Air is fed
directly from beneath the hood through a visible slit passing into a dual-stage variable intake
manifold and then into ten individual throttle bodies before finally exiting from a dual-stage
titanium muffler. The LFA's engineers selected a V10 engine over an equivalent displacement
V8 engine for its ability to rev higher, [46] and over a V12 for its lower reciprocating mass, [19]

[46] allowing for more rapid engine response. Lexus claimed their engine could rev from idle to
its redline in 0. This necessitated the use of a digital tachometer which can instantly display
engine speed. Engineers attempted to make the engine sound like that of a Formula One car
with high revs, while at the same time maintaining reliability and vibration control. Along with
other manufacturers such as Ferrari , Toyota had produced its own F1 engines and chassis
designs. The powerplant gives the LFA a weight-to-power ratio of 2. The engine exceeds Euro V
emissions. The engine is installed with a front mid-engine placement. The gearbox built by Aisin
is a six-speed single-clutch automated manual transmission actuated with paddle-shifters. The
Lexus LFA's frame is made from an in-house designed and manufactured carbon
fibre-reinforced polymer CFRP centre monocoque with aluminium front and rear subframes. The
subframes, which can be removed and replaced minimising potential repair costs, are joined to
the monocoque using a newly developed aluminum flanged collar designed to create a stronger
joint. An electric power steering rack with a The front suspension utilises a double-wishbone
arrangement and there is a multi-link arrangement at the rear with coil-over dampers at all
wheels. The dampers are a monotube design, each with a remote fluid reservoir that includes an
expanding and contracting bellows : a purely mechanical system. To maintain a near-ideal
weight distribution, a rear transaxle is used, in addition to the mounting of the fuel tank ahead
of the rear axle and the radiators at the rear. The windshield washer fluid reservoir is mounted
in the center next to the fuel tank to improve further the center of weight. The engine is
connected to the transaxle via a rigid carbon-fibre torque tube which the exhaust system runs
directly below. The LFA's body features sharp edges and cutoffs for improved aerodynamic
performance, made possible by the carbon fiber body. There are air scoops located over the
rear fenders which feed the aft-mounted radiators and help cool the brakes. Additional "special
colors" are available to order. The LFA interior incorporates carbon fibre, leather, alcantara ,
and metallic surfaces. There are two bucket seats , and Lexus' Remote Touch controller
interface. The interior design uses bespoke materials and colors. In operation, the TFT display
shows small digits in automatic mode; larger and bolder numbers in normal mode; inverted
colors, moved redline, and stark numbers in sport mode, along with a programmable redline
warning color change. The steering wheel features a right-mounted start button and alloy
paddle-shifters. The package features an extra 7. It also features a re-calibrated transmission
with gear shifts made faster by 0. Lexus confirmed that this lap video was recorded as a
"warm-up" video for the "ADAC hours" for exhibition purposes. Official specifications and
performance figures for the Lexus LFA are as follows: [65]. Both cars won 2 races each making
it a draw. Lexus LFA circled the skidpad in 1. AutoZeitung raved about LFA's handling, chassis
control and race car-like reflexes and response. All tests were conducted by the same driver,
Horst von Saurma. Auto Bild Germany [91] in the September edition of in part 1 of the
comparison conducted a head-to-head Nurburgring Supercomparo longer The Nurburgring LFA
comprehensively was declared the winner by the presenter where LFA lapped the short 1-mile
track 1 full second faster than the R8 V10 with a lap time of The R8 V10's conventional brakes
brought the car to a stop quicker than the LFA's ceramic carbon brakes. However, in the behind
the scenes footage, it was shown the LFA's carbon brakes meant for hardcore track usage were
not warmed up properly, which is essential for carbon brakes to perform at their best. In the
successive run, the R8 V10's brakes suffered massive brake fade increasing the distance 17 feet
while LFA carbon brakes were consistently getting better braking shorter in every successive
run. In the top speed, rolling start run on the 3. It communicates well, has a superb overall
balance and the transparency of the options is an eye-opener. The choice between the racing
setup and an all-day trip through a dense city is easily changed. Many reviewers have placed
Lexus LFA near the top of the cars they have ever driven. No other car inspires more confidence
than the LFA". Dutch European journalist Thomas Bangma said, "this car is an absolute gem It
is absolutely the best car I have ever driven". Later in the episode, the LFA set a record for the
quickest wet test lap ever recorded on the Top Gear test track, faster than the Lamborghini
Gallardo. Later, in Series 19, Ep. The LFA appeared on Fifth Gear with presenter Tiff Needell
driving the car around the race track performing hot laps, powerslides, and power oversteers.
Needell described in detail the high-tech engineering used in the car, and highly praised the 4.
Tiff declared, "people who purchased the LFA would be very happy when they get their cars". At
the conclusion of the review, he stated "for a weekend race track car, LFA is worth every
penny". In , Jay Leno featured the LFA on his internet car enthusiast program Jay Leno's
Garage , where he looked at several advanced features of the car including the carbon-fibre
construction, interior details, and the engine. Leno praised the LFA for its engineering, attention
to detail, and quality of construction all around. Leno took the car for a test drive in the
California mountains and had raving impressions of the LFA driving dynamics, handling,
chassis rigidity, and engine sound. Leno stated that the LFA was "one of the greatest supercars

ever built and certainly the best supercar ever to have come out Japan". Leno was very
impressed with the LFA's city driving abilities and noted it was a "docile car around town". Leno
summarized the LFA by saying, "certainly, there might be cars out there that could individually
do things better than the LFA. Maybe a bit quicker or handling a bit better. But, no other car I
know of does everything so extremely well". However, around Contidrom with the longer meter
configuration, the LFA lapped the track in Both vehicles would accelerate and race to the end of
a 4,foot runway, where the LFA would then brake and turn around on the ground, and the jet
would execute a degree aerial turn. The LFA would have to race to and come to a complete stop
on the starting line before the Eclipse crossed the line in the air to win the race. In the end, the
LFA was able to complete the race and come to a full dead stop at the end two seconds ahead
of the Eclipse jet. The LFA won the comparison and was featured in full in the November edition
of the magazine. The LFA was generally favored in the review as the more hardcore sports car,
while the GTB was viewed as the better grand tourer. The reviewers praised the Lexus engine,
technology, luxury, chassis, and suspension, calling it a 'rocket ship'. The reviewers
commented that "The Lexus feels more athletic than the Ferrari, and its performance is more
accessible, more immediately. The engine is remarkable. Notable criticisms of the LFA in this
review were of its ride quality, daily usability, and transmission. In automatic mode, the
reviewers claimed that the transmission felt " Though the GTO delivered more power, the
reviewers praised the LFA's handling dynamics, calling it "the greatest high-performance car
Japan has ever built". Evo said, "Both cars feel sensational, but it's the Lexus that displays
greater body motion control, traction and progressive on-limit breakaway, never once grazing
the road with its belly despite countless pre-emptive grimaces from Green and myself. The
Ferrari is the wilder ride, uttering the odd skrrrsh from a few bits of sacrificial plastic and
breakaway traction, but it is still grin-inducing fun". In the end they awarded the win to Lexus
LFA. Lexus had not given them permission to Insideline to use the launch control system, but
due to the track surface for the head-to-head drag race was prepared with compound, it
provided adequate off the line traction for the LFA. The skidpad number was 1. In acceleration
tests, Lexus had not given permission to Motor Trend to use the in-built launch control system
for the LFA, resulting in a 3. As both flash past the quarter-mile marker, the LFA never looks
back". The magazine also found the LFA to be superior in dynamic handling. A great launch
means only a chirp of the tires and blistering acceleration, but vary the rpm just a bit and the
LFA torches its rubber before rocketing down the strip. A slight delay between paddle actuation
and SMG response further complicates a fast start. Jeremy highly praised the LFA's appearance
and how special it felt both inside and out by saying "It looks very very special and inside it
even gets better. Unlike Ferrari that fits buttons everywhere, it can find some space, Lexus has
thought through everything beautifully in this car. Apart from the switch that engages the
reverse, which is behind the mileometer - there's a Spock-like logic to everything. And when
you push or pull or engage anything, there is a sense that it will continue to work for thousands
of years. It is the nicest car interior I've ever encountered and I would never ever tire of the tool
that moves all of the dials around". Clarkson highly praised the LFA engine by saying "Then
you fire the engine up. Snick it into first, move off, and The noise beggars belief. This is not a
car that shouts, growls, or barks. It howls. Up there, on the moors, it sounded otherworldly. Like
a werewolf that puts its foot in a gin trap. And while it is not as fast as you were expecting, you
quickly realize on damp moorland road that BHP is perfect. Anything more and you're going to
be picking heather out of the grille for a month". Clarkson had high praise for LFA's handling
and confidence-inspiring capabilities as he writes "The LFA inspires tremendous confidence.
Then up ahead, Gouge marks in the tarmac show clearly over the years, many a sump have
clattered into the road and you brace for an impact that never comes. The LFA may be lower
than a worm's navel, but so successful is the suspension, it never bottoms out". It is an
intelligent car built by intelligent people. In some ways it is raw and visceral: In others, it is a
lesson in common sense. Engine at the front, two seats in the middle, and a boot you can use.
Despite all of this, there is a sense that you are in a real, full-on race car. It is a car that reminds
you every time you drive it why we have corners. It is nine-tenths as good. But costs almost five
times less". Despite being lapped 5 times and finishing 77th [] overall among over teams, it
surprisingly won the over 4, cc class SP8, [33] as all other five class entrants, including a
Porsche Turbo and Aston Martin Vantage, failed to finish. The best lap time of the Lexus, on the
The LF-A was involved in a crash just prior to the race and was hurriedly repaired in two hours
to make the race. The No. Part of the marque's introductory display of its L-finesse design
theme, the full-size LF-A model was presented next to a production Lexus GS model, in a design
space produced by painter Hiroshi Senju , designer Junya Ishigami , and architect Kazuyo
Sejima. In contrast with the production GS sedan it shared the display space with, the LF-A
model did not have interior access. Commissioned in partnership with architect Sou Fujimoto,

the full-sized LFA crystal sculpture had a transparent appearance, allowing viewers to see the
engine, chassis, interior, and other internal components. The vehicle was presented along with
a collection of accessories, gadgets, and styling products all produced from the same acrylic
materials used in the Crystallised Wind model. All 5 cars were featured in the magazine in a
side-by-side comparison and LFA was picked as the "Stig's most favorite supercar". Evo UK in
its January edition held a "best engine of the year" selection. Lexus LFA's 4. We certainly hope
not". It was based on all the cars that were tested during the year in their own respective
months. Lexus LFA was tested during the summer months in very wet conditions, but the track
test even in the wet as well as daily city road driving warranted enough positive impressions for
the magazine to award Lexus LFA the win. The Lexus LFA test numbers also reflect the
implications of testing in the wet conditions. The LFA is one of over 1, cars featured in the
game. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Sports car manufactured by Japanese automobile
manufacturer Toyota under their Lexus division from â€” Motor vehicle. What it lacks in outright
accelerative savagery it makes up for in deft dynamics and the sheer musical quality of that
extraordinary V What marks out the LFA for particular praise is its bravery and originality; for
Lexus to create such a car from scratch, with no evolutionary engineering or existing basis from
which to work, is a remarkable achievement. Innovative, extreme, immaculately executed, and
exquisite to drive, it's the greatest high-performance car Japan has ever produced. Get hung up
on the badge and you'll be blind to its magic. Revel in its rarity, its rare abilities, and the fact
we're unlikely to see its like again and you'll understand why the LFA is one of the greatest, and
why this test ends with three unexpected, hard-won and thoroughly deserved words: Lexus
beats Ferrari". Any doubts that the Lexus is anything but a legitimate supercar are absolutely
gutted on the test tarmac. Only supercars manage to brake from 60 in under 94 feet and pull 1.
Sure, the GT-R retains bragging rights to 60 mph due to all-wheel-drive and shorter gearing, but
to triple digits and beyond, it is all LFA. Then there is the way it handles our figure eight. Oh, if it
were only that simple. Armchair experts, looking hard at our images and videos, will dissect and
ultimately denounce the LFA for not being invincible. But citing times, trap speeds, or dollar
signs as enough reason to elevate any one of those over the LFA is missing the point entirely. It
looks and sounds like nothing else on the road, and is as fiendishly fast as it is complicated and
indulgent â€” the very embodiment of the country and motoring culture from which it comes. As
for what its worth on the street? You need only hear the intoxicating bark of that V touching rpm
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CT. Hell, it's one of the best road cars ever built, period. With stunning looks, legendary driving
dynamics, and the greatest-sounding street-legal engine on the planet , it's cemented itself in
history as one of the greats. Here's a look at it like you've never seen before. The Savagegeese
YouTube channel put together a comprehensive video on the history, design, and engineering
that went into creating the iconic naturally aspirated V supercar of the early s, and if you love
cars seeing how cars work, it's certainly worth a watch. We get an unprecedented look
underneath the car, seeing a walkthrough of all the ultra-cool details that allow the LFA to live
up to its status. Everything, from the shocks, to the brakes, to the steering, to that magnificent
engine, was built to perfection, and it shows. While that single-clutch paddle-shift gearbox
certainly isn't as quick as today's dual-clutch systems, it gives the LFA a sense of theater
behind the wheel. Paired with that peerless V, the car is packed with characterâ€”hence the
reason for its continued championing by the enthusiast community. With cars like this a thing
of the past, it's only a matter of time before the LFA becomes a full-blown museum-grade
collector car that sells for seven figures at auction, a-la the Carrera GT, Ferrari Enzo, and other
now-stratospherically expensive analog supercars. We're glad to see one being driven like it's
supposed to be before they all get tucked away for good. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Drew Magary Reviews the Toyota Sienna. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Videos. This shocking
supercar debuted with a screaming V10 co-developed with Yamaha and a body comprised of
mostly carbon fiber materials. Although it is an impressive machine, today we mostly remember
the LFA for
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its sensational exhaust note. This unique engine was co-developed with Yamaha who also
helped tune the acoustics of the exhaust system. The 1LR-GUE revved all the way to 9,rpm and
produces a respectable horsepower and lb-ft of torque according to Lexus. Lexus developed
this V10 with a focus on response instead of power. Although the team could have pursued a V8
of similar displacement or a V12, the V10 design proved to offer the greatest response thanks to
its low reciprocating mass. Lexus famously claimed the V10 in the LFA could rev from idle to
redline in only 0. But power is not the point fo the LFA, this unique supercar chooses driving
engagement above all else making it a special product that is sure to remain desirable for
decades to come. Home Lexus News Special Editions. Apr 11, at am ET. By : Chris Okula. Ready
your headphones and take a seat. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local
inventory. Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Special Editions. Sign In or Sign Up.

